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Executive Summary 
This report is on a vulnerability intelligence application that I am developing for my final project. It is 

designed to give users an experience of vulnerability intelligence, by compiling data on 

vulnerabilities that they are under threat from and provide some analysis on what could be more 

dangerous. The program is made using HTML, CSS, Python and MySQL as the key technologies. It 

was developed using the Visual Studio Code IDE. The project has features including a search 

function, a profile page with editable information, a scoring system, and a PDF generator. These 

features have been tested and checked to ensure they work with results posted below. The project 

had many difficulties, these include the first iteration of the code being shelved and work concluding 

on it. The code was restarted and the finished product that has been submitted is the second 

iteration. The code had to be restarted due to poor coding choices and a very ambitious plan for the 

make up of the website and the code of the application. For more information on this, I have 

described it more in the conclusions of the report. I previously explained my project as a scanner 

which can be seen in my proposal, however it is a vulnerability intelligence application that searches 

for the CVEs. 

1.0 Introduction 

1.1. Background 
The idea for a project like this came after thinking back on my internship in Irish Life. While on 

my internship, I was given duties that related to the day-to-day business and also some tasks 

that related to monthly patching. Irish Life is a big company that is part of an even larger global 

company, I wondered how they determined what needed to be done for the monthly patching, 

realising the amount of people that are involved from North America, Canada to Europe. I then 

began to think of how small to medium size businesses decide on what they patch to ensure the 

business continues to run smoothly. A big part of Cybersecurity is vulnerabilities that can impact 

a business and an IT company, so I decided I wanted to attempt to create an application for 

small/medium size businesses that can identify vulnerabilities that can attack a business’s data 

and assets. 

1.2. Aims 
I want to provide vulnerability intelligence to small/medium size businesses to understand the 

threats that they need to be aware of and have some information that will let them prioritise 

what needs to be patched. 

1.3. Technology 
For this project, I will be using the Visual Studio Code IDE to create it and I will be creating the 

front-end web page using HTML and CSS that will provide users a place to identify known 

vulnerabilities that can affect their systems and give them information and scores on each 

vulnerability so they can decide what to patch and when. The backend code will be made in 

Python, this is where the functions and features of the project will be coded and stored. The 

databases aspect will be done using MySQL and this will hold the user’s data and any data that 

they decide to send on to the application such as applications and software they utilise. 
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1.4. Structure 
This document is made up of six sections with the first being the introduction, which this section 

is a part of. The next section is the system section which gives a further breakdown of the 

requirements of the application, this is shown in use cases, explaining the design and 

architecture of the application, how it is being implemented, the UI, its testing strategies, and 

the evaluation of the application. The next section is the conclusions where the application and 

project as a whole is dissected for its advantages, disadvantages, strengths, and limitations. The 

fourth section is the further development or research section where the future possibilities of 

the project could go. Finally, there is the references section and the appendices sections, the 

references are self-explanatory, being where any references are put, while the appendices will 

contain all the other documents that I have been working on for this project, such as the 

proposal and monthly journals.  

2.0 System 

2.1. Requirements 

2.1.1. Functional Requirements 
There are a few requirements that this project needs to function. These functions range 

from logging in to searching for different CVEs that adhere to a given key word. This project 

is made with the idea that it will serve multiple users looking for different CVEs.  

2.1.1.1. Use Case Diagram 
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2.1.1.2. Requirement 1: Vulnerability Identifier 

2.1.1.2.1. Description & Priority 
The first requirement I will be discussing is the main feature of this application, I want to 

be able to search the CVE Mitre database for CVEs and be able to display the results on 

my web page. To do this I utilised the BeautifulSoup web scraper to get the key word, 

search it with the given URL and take the results then to display them in a table showing 

the CVE ID and the description for the CVE. 

2.1.1.2.2. Use Case 
Scope 

This Use Case is to show the search feature of the project. 

Description 

The search feature of the project is coded into the Python and finds CVEs for the user 

when given a specific key word. The results it finds are the CVE ID and its description 

these are then inputted into a table and returned to the user on the HTML page. 

Use Case Diagram 

 

Flow Description 

Precondition 

The application is fully functional with a user logged. 

Activation 

The Use Case starts when the user presses the run button after inputting a key word to 

search. 
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Main flow 

1. The actor inputs a key word. 
2. The code inputs the key word into the URL for the search. 
3. The web scraper takes the CVE ID and description that appear after the search is 

successful. 
4. It then puts them into a results table. 
5. This is then sent to the HTML code. 
6. It is displayed and returned to the user to view. 

 

Alternate flow 

A1: Search Failed 

1. The actor inputs a key word. 
2. The code inputs the key word into the URL for the search. 
3. The search fails due to a failed connection. 
 

A2: Quick Search 

1. The actor presses the Quick Search button. 
2. Code calls for the user’s apps from the database. 
3. The database returns the list of apps inputted by the user. 
4. The list is inputted to the URL for the search. 
5. The web scraper takes the CVE ID and description that appear after the search is 

successful. 
6. It then puts them into a results table. 
7. This is then sent to the HTML code. 
8. It is displayed and returned to the user to view. 

 

Termination 

The application will provide a list of CVEs in a table that have mentioned the user key 

word search. The table is shown on the HTML page for the user. 

Post condition 

The application waits for the next use. 

 

2.1.1.3. Requirement 2: Log In 

2.1.1.3.1. Description & Priority 
The next requirement is the log in screen, this is a very important part of the application 

as this will allow the user to access the application with their specific details.  

2.1.1.3.2. Use Case 
Scope 

This Use Case is to show the log in feature of the project. 
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Description 

The log in feature is seen through the HTML of the project with the script of the log-in 

feature being in the Python. The password is encrypted so it must be decrypted to be 

read in the database for the log-in to be successful. Once that is done the user can 

access the web application. 

Use Case Diagram 

 

 

Flow Description 

Precondition 

The application is fully functional and running and the user has an account. 
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Activation 

The Use Case starts when the user opens the page to access the web application. 

Main flow 

1. The system opens and waits for an input. 
2. The actor inputs their log in info. 
3. The system checks the log in info and decrypts the password. 
4. The log in is successful and a session is created to track the authentication of the 

user on the web application. 
5. The user is sent to the dashboard screen. 

Alternate flow 

A1: Incorrect Log In 

1. The system opens and waits for an input. 
2. The actor inputs their log in info. 
3. The system checks the log in info and decrypts the password. 
4. The info inputted is incorrect and the user is refused access. 
5. The log in page is reloaded for the user to try again. 

A2: Register Account 

1. The system opens and waits for an input. 
2. The user presses the register button. 
3. The system opens the registration page. 
4. User inputs name, email address and a password. 
5. Password is encrypted. 
6. Account information is saved to the MySQL database. 
7. User is sent to the log in page. 

 

Termination 

The system will move the user onto the main dashboard page for the user to interact 

with the application. 

Post condition 

The application waits for the next use. 

 

2.1.1.4. Requirement 3: Scoring System 

2.1.1.4.1. Description & Priority 
The next requirement is the scoring system and the PDF generator for the CVEs. This is in 

response to the user performing a search and choosing a CVE they wish to get more 

information about and pressing the score button beside the CVE on the dashboard page.  

2.1.1.4.2. Use Case 
Scope 

This Use Case is to show the scoring feature and PDF generation of the project. 
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Description 

The scoring feature is a major part of the application, as it gives the user the most 

amount of information on CVEs. This part gives them the information on what CVE’s are 

the most important to combat and ensure their systems are safe. 

Use Case Diagram 

 

 

Flow Description 

Precondition 

The user is logged in and has performed a search function. 

Activation 

The Use Case starts when the user presses the score button on the dashboard page. 

Main flow 

1. The user performed a search. 
2. The user presses the score button on the dashboard page. 
3. The system begins to web scrape the relevant information relating to the CVE 

that was searched for. 
4. The web scraper gets information for CVSS 3, CVSS 2, Google Search and 

Exploited. 
5. The information found is put into a table on the score screen. 
6. The information is turned into a snooper score. 
7. The table and score are displayed on the Score page which the user is brought 

to. 
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Alternate flow 

A1: Generate PDF 

1. The user gets to the score screen with the table and information loaded. 
2. Presses PDF generator button. 
3. Code takes the table and inputs it onto a PDF for the user. 
4. PDF is downloaded onto the user’s device. 

 
 

Termination 

The system will move the user onto the score page. 

Post condition 

The application waits for the next use. 

 

2.1.1.5. Requirement 4: Profile Page 

2.1.1.5.1. Description & Priority 
The next requirement is the profile page and the input of information on that page. This 

page shows the user their information they have inputted into the database. It gives 

them an option to edit this information and it also allows them to input any applications 

they use to the database for use in the quick search function.  

2.1.1.5.2. Use Case 
Scope 

This Use Case is to show the profile page with the edit feature and the applications used 

feature. 

Description 

The profile page is the personal page where each user is able to view and edit their own 

information, this can help with changing email addresses and users name in cases where 

it is a company run account. There is also a feature on this page that allows users to 

input applications and software they use as part of their work, this allows users to use 

the quick search function. 
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Use Case Diagram 

 

Flow Description 

Precondition 

The user is on the profile page. 

Activation 

The Use Case starts when the user presses the button to access the profile page in the 

nav bar. 

Main flow 

1. The user accessed the profile page. 
2. The system loads the page and the information for it. 
3. The system communicates with the database to send the relevant user 

information. 
4. The system displays the information for the user to view. 

Alternate flow 

A1: Edit Profile 

1. The user opens the profile page, and it loads up. 
2. The user presses the edit profile button. 
3. User inputs new profile information. 
4. The system sends the data to the database and updates it. 
5. User is showed the profile page with updated information. 

A2: Edit Profile 
1. The user opens the profile page, and it loads up. 
2. The user presses the add applications button. 
3. User inputs new application information. 
4. The system sends the data to the database and inserts it into the relevant table. 
5. User is showed the profile page with updated application table information. 
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Termination 

The system will move the user to the profile page. 

Post condition 

The application waits for the next use. 

 

2.1.2. Data Requirements 
Data requirements include: 

• The Python code should be capable of web scraping from the CVE Mitre site. 

• The Python code should be capable of web scraping from a given google search. 

• The Python code should be able to compare the keyword list to the descriptions. 

• The HTML should be able to read the div on the scores screen to print a PDF. 

• The database should hold the user’s account information. 

• The database should hold the user’s application information. 

2.1.3. User Requirements 
User requirements include: 

• The user should be able to register to the application. 

• The user should be able to log into the application. 

• The user should be able to edit their profile information. 

• The user should be able to logout of the application. 

• The user should be able to search for CVEs by keyword. 

• The user should be able to add applications they use to the profile section. 

• The user should be able to perform a quick search with their logged applications. 

• The user should be able to get a report on the CVE they search for. 

• The user should be able to print the report to a PDF for documentation. 

2.1.4. Usability Requirements 
Usability requirements include: 

• The web page will load properly. 

• The web page should respond to user inputs. 

• The web page should be able to navigate to each HTML page cleanly. 

• The database successfully connecting with the web app when running. 

• The database should respond to calls from the web page about selecting data from 
tables. 

• The database should correctly input values given to it from the web page. 

• The Python code should web scrape the correct code when called. 

• The Python code should listen to inputs from the user on the web page. 
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2.2. Design & Architecture 
The main languages behind this application are HTML, CSS, Python and MySQL and I used Visual 

Studio Code as the IDE.  

The application is broken down into its separate parts, with HTML and CSS being the UI which 

the user will operate from and view their results. Python and MySQL are the background engines 

performing the code and storing it for the user to call upon. 

The Python aspect of my code is where all the functions of my code are coded and run from, the 

application itself runs from the Python code. I am utilising Flask, which is a package available to 

download for free, that allows Python to run and communicate HTML code, beautifulsoup and 

SERP API, web scraper APIs that allows me to get data from websites and google searches using 

python code. With Flask I am able to run the web scraping needed to gather the CVE’s and the 

specific data I need to represent them. I am also able to code the session function in the python 

using Flask and an encryption package using Fernet. My Python code also hold my scoring code 

to generate a score for each of the different CVEs. 

My database is made in MySQL, it holds a table for the user’s accounts and the applications the 

users want to save on the web application. My database communicates with my Python code to 

store user’s inputs and also to display on the HTML with data stored in the database. 

I implemented a piece of JavaScript in my code, I needed this to implement a way to generate a 

PDF with the score page in it. This method was ideal as it took the HTML div, it makes use of the 

HTML2PDF package for JavaScript. 

2.3. Implementation 
The make-up of my code changed drastically from my mid-point submission and my final 

submission due to a realisation that the code I was working on had become incredibly hard and 

difficult to work on due to constant changes and poor maintenance on my part. So I decided to 

start my code over with a clear idea of what I was aiming to create and a solid understanding of 

how to make it with a clean slate. There is one major change that had to be made and that was 

to abandon the idea of using JavaScript as a major contributing factor of my code, which can be 

seen in how I attempted to create my basic webpage in the first submission. I replaced that with 

a full reliance on HTML, CSS, and Python for my project, with the option to use JavaScript for 

some scripting if needed and calls for it.  
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App.py 

 

Above is the start of the code for my main class that I run for the application and it is called 

‘app.py’. This is the main class that contains all my scripting, it is run in python and to 

communicate with the HTML I am using Flask, an import web framework made to work with 

Python. From the small picture above the main two things that can be seen is the imports and 

the database configuration, I will discuss the imports as they appear in other parts of the code, 

while the database configuration is set up here to set up the connection to the database which 

holds my users information. 

Routes 

 

Below the database configuration is the routing for the different web pages. These route 

functions are used in my navbar for the HTML, these act as an easy way to navigate the web 

application, as well as the logout button. Under the dash() and about() routes is code which 

reads the session to ensure that the user is logged in and it finds their ‘user_id’ variable, if this 

isn’t found the code redirects the user to the ‘index’ function which is the sign-in function for 

this application. These also make use of the render_template, redirect and url_for aspect of 
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flask. These features allowed me as a developer to link my routes that I was coding to the HTML 

pages that correspond to them such as the /about route being linked to the about.html page. 

These made it very easy to navigate and were used all throughout the code, even when dealing 

with the scoring and results. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sign-In (Index) and Registration 

 

The next part of the code is the aforementioned ‘index’ function, this is my sign-in function for 

my application, and I will refer to it as sign-in for this report. The sign-in function makes use of 

flasks request feature, and the first aspects of my database can be seen. The request feature 

takes from forms that have a given id such as ‘email’, they then connect with the database and 

find any users that have the same given information and the sign-in info match the user is then 

allowed access to the application. If there is no matching info the user is not allowed access to 

the application, and they are stuck on the sign-in screen. The passwords used are encrypted 

when the account is created, so a decryption method is used above using Fernet, I have a 

decryption key saved to a separate file that is called upon in the imports and above to decrypt 

the passwords to ensure that the users details are correct and also kept safe. The session is also 
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created here and can be seen taking the ‘my_id’ variable from the database and calling ‘user_id’ 

then it is encrypted so it can’t be seen, then it is set as the session variable. The code above also 

shows the code for registering a new user, it uses request forms again and communicates with 

the database to input what is in these request forms into the database as a new user. It also 

encrypts the password using the fernet key. This function uses similar code to the sign-in code 

and however it uses different code for the database, instead of selecting the different variables, 

the code is inserting variables into the database. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Database 

 

The code above is the query that builds and creates the tables I need for my project in MySQL. In 

my database I need a table to hold my users and their information, this holds the rows of my_id 

(users id number), email (users given email), password (users password which is encrypted), 

name (users given name), company_name (the company name of the user), date_created (date 

that their account is made). The id is given as the primary key and this links to the other table, 

the apps table, to designate and differentiate which input is what users. The other table needed 

is the apps table, this one is simple as it holds the applications that a user inputs as applications 

that they use in their company. It has an id row (to differentiate between the inputted values), 

user_id (which is the foreign key for the my_id key from the other table), and finally app_name 

(which is the row that contains all the applications that are inputted and sent to the database). 
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Profile Page functions

 

The above code relates to the two functions that are found in the profile page, at the top the 

checks to ensure that the user is signed in are done to ensure they have a valid session open. 

Then a connection to the database is made where the code calls for all the users’ information 

that is stored in the database to be taken, it is then held by the ‘user1’ variable and is then split 

into different variables depending on the rows in the database. They are then called upon and 

return the variables given like the name and email address provided. This code allows for the 

users’ specific details to be given when they access their profile page. There is also a function to 

input data to the apps tables, users input the application they use in the form and the code 

connects with the database and inserts the application into the table with the user id number to 

ensure that it is specific to that user. 

The code below that further is the function for an edit feature, this allows users to change their 

name, email, and company name that they have provided to the database. The code takes 

whatever is inputted into the forms with the specific names, it then connects with the database 

and updates the table with the new data. 
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Dashboard Search 

 

The dashboard search feature is one of the main items in the project and is one of the first 

things seen when a user signs in. This feature in the code is laid out above. The user inputs a 

search word into the form, this is taken and then put into the URL for the CVE Mitre search bar, 

and this return a list of multiples that match the keyword in the year 2023. There is a piece of 

code that checks to ensure the website was able to be found and connected with, if the 

connection were to fail a message would be printed into the console and the user will be 

brought back to the dashboard with no results. If the connection does work it begins the web 

scraping process, it sets up a ‘results’ variable to hold all the data, it then calls the web scraping 

API and then sets up the ‘cve_table’ where the data will be organised. It finds the rows on the 

page, the first one being the CVE ID and the next being the description of the CVE ID, it puts 

these into variable called ‘cve_id’ and ‘description’ where there are put into the original ‘results’ 

variable to store it all until it is called by the HTML. There is an exception for a ‘ValueError’ in 

case the web scraping returns the data in a way that can’t be decode by JSON. There is a very 

similar snippet of code that works similar but has a different start, this is my quick search 

feature, it utilises some of the same code when web scraping the data however it does have 

some differing aspects. 
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Above is the start of the quick search feature, below the ‘try’ code is the same as the regular 

search feature. The part that sets this apart is the way it uses the database to search. From the 

‘apps’ table, which can be populated from the profile page, the code connects to the database 

and selects all the ‘app_names’ that were inputted previously and they are put into a variable 

called ‘quicksearch’. Once this variable is called upon in the HTML, the ‘quicksearch’ is added to 

the same URL as before and it collects the data then. This feature was added to allow for the 

user to input their personal applications that they use and then be able to quickly search for 

them with ease without needing to type in individually the applications and software. 

Web Scrape Scores 
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The code above is a snippet of code used to scrape websites for their scores much of the code is 

similar, so I chose to show two snippets that are a good representation of the work that is being 

done. The first bit of code is the snippet that scrapes a google search, it uses the SERP API to 

perform this as this API is made for scraping google searches and ensures that it is done in a way 

where the scraper is not going against any of googles terms. Firstly the parameters are set, the 

search engine being used is google, the query being searched is the ‘cve_id’ variable, which is 

taken from the search feature previously mentioned, finally the last parameter is the API key 

which allows the API to work and scrape the google search. The parameters are inputted into 

the search and the results are taken and stored in the ‘result’ variable. Then the code checks for 

‘organic_results’ and that some were actually found, these are defined in the SERP API as results 

in google that are unique for every search meaning if you were to search for something multiple 

times, each time the HTML divs have different naming conventions. If the search returned some 

results, then the code finds the divs that relate to the ‘search_information’ and further the 

‘total_results’. These naming conventions are defined in SERP API as well as parts of the google 

search web scraper and help to easily find certain elements on the page. The results will be 

returned as a string, however for my project I need it to be an integer, so it is changed to the 

right variable. Finally it is held in the ‘google’ variable till it is called to be produced in the HTML. 

The next snippet of code I used another few times however due to the similarities I have decided 

to just show this snippet, however the rest can be seen in my code with the only real differences 

being that the div id’s that they are searching for are different. For this code in question, firstly 

the code calls to open a connection to the ‘nist_url’ which is a variable predefined with the URL 

for the NIST website and the needed CVE ID at the end. There is a check to ensure that it 

connects properly and once that is passed the web scraper beautifulsoup is used. The web 

scraper is called upon and it searches for the given div id, which in this case is ‘vulnCisaExploit’. If 

the web scraper finds the div in question it returns that the CVE is being exploited. This is due to 

the fact that the CVE page has links to the CISA database which keeps tabs on what CVE’s are 

being exploited at this moment in time. If the div is not found, then it is returned that the CVE is 

not being exploited at this moment. 

Generate PDF 

 

The code above is the only piece of JavaScript in the project. Due to many difficulties getting 

Python PDF generation APIs working, I resorted to using a JavaScript one that I had been testing 

and using in the first iteration of my code. The code uses a bundle called HTML2PDF which using 

some code allows PDFs to be generated with pieces of HTML being printed in them. What I have 

done in this instance is grabbed the HTML element ‘score’ by designating it with that ID name. I 
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then set up a variable which gets the time and date to input it into the name of the PDF so users 

can differentiate between PDFs. I then set some options for how the PDF will be made up, such 

as making the orientation portrait and the units as inches. I then made it to the PDF when called 

upon set the options and grabbed the element ‘scores’ when it was called on. 

2.4. Graphical User Interface (GUI) 
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Above is 

provisional designs and wireframes of the UI: 1st Log in Screen, 2nd User Profile, 3rd Dashboard. Below are the 

screenshots of how the UI turned out in the end. 

The above screenshot is of the first screen you see when you open the web application. You are met 

with this screen where you can input your login details and proceed, or you can press the register 

button to create an account. 
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Next is the registration screen, this is similar to the log in screen. You input details to create an 

account and then once you confirm by pressing the ‘create user’ button, you are brought back to 

the log in screen. 

The next screenshot is of the dashboard, a search has been performed to show what a user will 

see when that happens. This is the screen you are directed to when you first log in, this is where 

the majority of the work will be done by the user. The nav bar at the top allow the user to 

navigate to the other web pages and to log out too. There is an RSS feed of a prominent 

Cybersecurity new source, “The Hacker News”, to the right of the page, this is also found on the 

profile and about page. The search form, search button and quick search button can be seen at 

the top above the table. The table can be seen showing the CVE ID, the description and give the 

option to score the CVE’s separately with the button to the right of the table. 
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The next screenshot above is of the Profile screen and here users can see their profile details 

such as their name, email address, company name, date the account was created and their 

previous reports. You can also see at the bottom of the page is the applications used table, here 

a user inputs an application they use into the form and then it is sent to the database to be 

stored and shows up below in the table. 

The About screen is next, here I give some information on the application, such as why I made 

the application, some reasons as to why I used some of the scoring metrics and how the scoring 

works. 
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The final screenshot is the screenshot of the Score screen. This is what is shown after the user 

presses the ‘score’ button on the dashboard screen. The CVE that was chosen is shown at the 

top of the screen with its ID and description being given, a link to the NIST website is given for 

users to access the CVE from there. A keyword option is given, where if a keyword is found in the 

description, it is shown again here to highlight to the user of the main issue with this CVE. Next is 

the scoring system, here is where the web scrapers data is used, it takes the data for each of the 

variables, CVSS 3, CVSS 2, Exploitation and Google searches and displays them for the user. Then 

my personal Snooper Score is involved. Each of the scoring metrics are given a score depending 

on what they return. CVSS 3 has four main outputs ‘X.X LOW’, ‘X.X MEDIUM’, ‘X.X HIGH’, ‘X.X 

CRITICAL’, the ‘X’s account for the number they return with. For the Snooper Score, these are 

given variables of LOW=2, MEDIUM=4, HIGH=6 and CRITICAL=8. CVSS 2 is similar however it only 

uses three outputs, ‘X.X LOW’, ‘X.X MEDIUM’ and ‘X.X HIGH’. These are given a score of LOW=1, 

MEDIUM=2 and HIGH=3, these scores are lower than the scores given to CVSS 3 due to CVSS 2 

not being utilised as much anymore, so they are not given as much weight for the newer CVE’s. 

Exploited is treated as a Boolean variable, either the CVE is being exploited or it is not so for that 

reason the scores for that are ‘Being Exploited’=5 and ‘Not Exploited’=0. This is given a high 

score due to my opinion of CVE’s being exploited no matter the CVSS score is important as it 

means attackers are using it to hack organizations. Finally the google search results, I decided to 

use this metric due to my understanding that the more people and media sources are discussing 

a given CVE and topic, it means that there is something that needs to be monitored for this item. 

The scoring for this goes as follows, less than 1000 searches =1, between 1000 and 10000 

searches =2, between 10000 and 100000 searches =3, and anything above 100000 searches =4. 

These given scores are then added together to give the total Snooper Score. Depending on the 

score a little message is given below to give some users some insight into how serious to take it. 

2.5. Testing 
At the end of the project I will be creating test cases, some with data and log ins that are 

correct, I will also throw in some test cases where data is in the incorrect fields or 

looking in the wrong table of the database.  

Log In Testing 

For the first test, I want to figure out if my system log in works as intended. This test case will be 

divided into two parts the first is an incorrect log in and the second is a correct log in. 

 

1. Incorrect Log In 

For my incorrect log in, I will be inputting an incorrect email and password as well to check if the 

system picks up on the incorrect inputs. The expected outcome of this is for the application to 

reject the log in details and reload the log in screen with a message being printed in the 

application console. 
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Above is a screenshot of my log in screen with the email being set to ‘john@work.ie’ and 

the password is ‘1’. When the user presses the log in screen a message is printed into 

the console of the application on whether the input was successful or not. Below is a 

screenshot of the console with the message of ‘Log in unsuccessful’, the code was able 

to correctly see the code as wrong and didn’t allow access to the application. 

 

 

2. Correct Log In 

For my correct log in I will give a known correct email address and the password that 

was created with it. This is to show what happens to the application when it is given a 

correct log in detail. The expected outcome is for the application to accept the log in 

details and to send the user to the dashboard page with a message confirming the 

action in the application console. 

mailto:john@work.ie
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The above screenshot is of the log in screen with the email input being ‘test@work.ie’ 

and the password being ‘123’. The user presses the log in screen and when the user 

does this they are brought to the dashboard of the main application. The code also 

prints a message saying ‘Log in successful’ in the console. This can be seen below. 

 

In regard to testing the log in capability of the application, the system prints the error 

when a user incorrectly Logs in, while prints a success message in the console. The test 

has proved successful in showing this feature. 

 

Search Feature Test 

This test is to check the integrity of the main feature of my project and that is the CVE 

Keyword search feature. This finds the CVEs for a user and helps them to find ones they 

will need to combat. This section will be split into two parts, first will be dealing with the 

CVE Keyword Search and the second will deal with the Quick Search feature. 

1. CVE Keyword Search 

The keyword search is one of the main features of this project and it needs to be running 

correctly for the project to work. The first aspect I will test is ensuring that a keyword 

must be inputted into the search bar for the search function to run. This can be seen 

mailto:test@work.ie
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below, if a user were to press the ‘Run’ button with an empty bar, a message should be 

displayed in the console and the user should be left with an empty dashboard table. 

 

This can be seen here, the message is printed in the code, this means the search 

function did not run and the user was left with no results. This helps to prevent 

unnecessary strain on the system having to search for all CVEs. 

 

On the other hand when a user does input a keyword in the search bar, the search 

function should run with a message being displayed in the console stating so, the user 

will be then showed the results of their search. 

To test this, I am inputting a keyword search for ‘AWS’ and I am expecting the search to 

run, a message to be printed in the console and for the results to be printed onto the 

dashboard table. 

 

Above can be seen the ‘AWS’ input into the search bar. 

 

After the button is pressed, the message is displayed to say the CVE search has been 

completed and the results are displayed on the dashboard page in the table, an example 

of this can be seen below. 

 

2. Quick Search 

For my quick search feature, I am testing it by pressing the ‘Quick Search’ button. I am 

expecting, the code to run and send the apps inputted by the user in the database to be 

searched for, then a line is printed into the console to confirm it works. 
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The user presses the button, with ‘Microsoft Office’ being the app inputted into the 

database. The code runs the quick search function and outputs the message to the 

console as seen below. 

 

The results from the search are then displayed in the results table on the dashboard. 

 

Profile Page Test 

The profile page of the web application is a hub for the user’s information, here they can 

view the information they have given, edit it and to add applications they use to the 

database. I want to test the application input feature and the edit profile feature. 

1. User Applications Input Test 

The user has the option to input applications and software they personally use into the 

projects database, this allows them to make use of the quick search function. 

To test this, the user inputs a software or application they make use of into the input bar 

on the profile screen. I expect the code to run and take the input given, put it into the 

database table and then return a message to the console confirming the action. 

 

For this test the user inputted ‘Gmail’, ‘AWS’ and ‘Azure’ into the input box. The code 

sent these to the database and the console message of ‘Applications successfully sent to 

the database.’ was printed there. 

 

The results of the input can be seen in the table beneath the input box, and this is 

updated as new items are sent to the database. 
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2. Edit Profile 

The edit profile feature of the project is one of the minor features however it does give 

users more interaction with the application and allows them to somewhat personalise 

their accounts with things that are unique to them such as their company name. 

To test this feature I will be pressing the edit profile button and changing user 

information when asked to, the button is seen below. Once pressed the user is brought 

to a page to input the new information. 

 

The information input page takes a new name, email, and company name from the user, 

once entered and the button is pressed the user is then sent to dashboard. The input 

box is seen below in this test the name has been set to test1, email is set to 

‘test1@work.ie’ and the company is set to ‘Test1 Company’.  

 

The output message in the console can be seen below and the updated information 

table is seen below as well. 
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Scoring Test 

The scoring aspect of the application comes after a search has been made. It involves 

gathering information on a given CVE and showing it to the user in a readable format. I 

am going to test this by running the script and checking for the correct message in the 

console. 

 

The first step of this is to find a CVE to get a score of then press the score button on the 

left, this can be seen in the screenshot above. 

In the screenshot below, the console message can be seen. It says that all the search 

variables have been found which include the CVSS3, CVSS2 scores, whether its being 

exploited and how many google search results there are. 

 

You can see the results given in the screenshot below, this shows the score feature 

works and that it loads up correctly. 
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2.6. Evaluation 
The web application was evaluated by running a number of the tests mentioned above. Due to 

the nature of the application the way to test it revolves around testing it with different variable 

such as incorrect information and successful information. The repeated testing of this 

application is the best way to check for inconsistencies I have found. An ideal way to test and 

evaluate the application would have been to deploy the application and test it from a multitude 

of systems and devices however this was not possible due to how the project developed and the 

time constraints of the project. With the testing I was able to do I discovered that the core 

features of the project worked, and I was happy with the output I was getting from them. The 

only test that returned some problems was the quick search test, Tests 1,2 and 5 were done with 

only one variable in the database, however Tests 3 and 4 had multiple variables in the database 

yet the results only showed one of the variables, work needs to be done to check this issue and 

fix it. 

 

TEST TEST 1 TEST 2 TEST3 TEST 4 TEST 5 OVERALL 

CORECT LOG 
IN 

Success Success Success Success Success Every test was 
successful 

INCORRECT 
LOG IN 

Success Success Success Success Success Every test was 
successful 

CVE SEARCH Success Success Success Success Success Every test was 
successful 

QUICK 
SEARCH 

Success Success Fail Fail Success Mixed results 
need to assess 

EDIT PROFILE Success Success Success Success Success Every test was 
successful 

APP INPUT Success Success Success Success Success Every test was 
successful 

SCORING Success Success Success Success Success Every test was 
successful 

 

 

3.0 Conclusions 
Originally the project was started and worked on with the intention of making use of JavaScript to 

build the website in conjunction with the HTML and CSS, however when attempting to implement 

the python as the backend, the connection and use of major functions ceased. I had to make a 

difficult decision to not use JavaScript as my knowledge of that and python were not extensive 

enough to properly carry out what I expected to do and achieve, this entailed my project being 

restarted as no progress was being made in regard to any aspect of the project. With the project 

being restarted I based my project fully with python and HTML and within a few days progress to the 

point I was at previously was achieved. This was a major set-back however it did allow me to 

advance and progress in my project. 
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Advantages 

The project advantages are numerous especially for my targeted users. With the applications search 

feature and scoring system it allows for users to find CVEs that relate to applications and software 

that they use in their company. This service provides them with intelligence and access to databases 

full of CVEs and vulnerabilities that they will be given knowledge of. The application provides a 

scoring system that will help give users some information and more knowledge of the CVEs and 

further the vulnerabilities linked to them. The scoring provides some intelligence, and the users are 

given more information allowing them to make more informed decisions on what needs to be done 

for their organisation. This product is aimed at helping small and medium-sized businesses to 

decided and prioritise what needs to be done to combat vulnerabilities their organization may face 

and what they should do in their next patching session. 

Disadvantages 

The disadvantages of this product include the project being built for PC device and not with mobile 

device in mind, meaning that it can’t be used on other devices. The purpose of this project is quite 

specific meaning that it has a smaller user base that they can access. The product is not a very 

commercially viable product as it does not have much appeal unless users are looking for some 

aspect of vulnerability intelligence. The project is not deployed online also which limits the 

accessibility of the application to anyone who downloads and runs the application on their own 

personal device, this can be mitigated by deploying the product, however at this time the product 

isn’t deployed. 

 

4.0 Further Development or Research 
With additional time and resources I would like to increase the searching capacity of the application 

to other CVE databases such as Vuln DB and increase the capacity of searching on NIST, I would also 

like to fix the issues that have arose in relation to the quick search feature and make it work as 

intended. This would mean the searches for CVEs would be more in-depth and allow for more 

precise searching. I would also increase the number of metrics to which the CVE’s are scored by. 

Making use of Google Searches and whether the CVEs are being exploited is a necessary thing to 

account for so I would like to add more items to supplement it. For a small but key aspect I would 

like to develop is the PDF report feature, I would like to ideally be able to add them to the database 

for future reference and allow users to download them when needed, this allows for a system of 

tracking the CVEs users have previously made a report on and a simple way to find those CVEs again. 

I would also like to include so visual data for the user as this would give them a visual understanding 

of how items are scored and how they may rank on a Snooper Scale. If it were to progress enough, I 

would like to include instructions from the vendors about the certain CVEs so users can learn about 

and fix their vulnerabilities all from the service I would provide.  
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6.0 Appendices 

6.1. Project Proposal 
I made an error during my project proposal calling it a scanner when it is not a scanner at all it is a 

vulnerability intelligence application, I only realised my error after being able to discuss it with my 

supervisor. 
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1.0 Objectives 
The main objective I set out for this project is to help small/medium size businesses to be 

able to perform and avail of the service that a vulnerability manager can provide. These can 

include identifying threats and understanding them and how to combat them. The program 

I want to create will have the objective to identify vulnerabilities based on an inventory of 

an asset list, give concise information and intelligence on those vulnerabilities, compile 

internal and external factors of the vulnerability, create, and provide a report that can be 

used by teams to decide on what to patch to combat the vulnerability.  

The small/medium size business will need the information from the report to decide how to 

prioritise what is patched and when. Patching can be an arduous task that could need a lot 

of work so the business will need all the information it can get to decide what is best for the 

company. 

 

2.0 Background 
I chose to undertake this project as this is a relatively new area of Cyber Security to myself, 

and I found it very interesting with a small bit of research and I want to continue researching 

and learning more about this topic.  

While on my internship, every month the department would perform patching for the 

company. My team handled the batch updates and backups which meant these had to be 

paused for patching. When this was happening, I realised how this leaves vulnerabilities for 

the company, as if the patching went wrong the batch backups would mean some work is 

lost and my teams work cannot be done. This got me thinking of the other vulnerabilities to 

patching in the business considering the size of the company, Irish Life, and the impact it 

might have on their parent company, The Great West Life Co, which has offices across North 

America and Europe. And further the other vulnerabilities that could arise in general due to 

the size of the organisation. I then went on to think how a smaller business would deal with 

vulnerabilities as my experience shows a huge number of people being involved with many 

differing jobs and experience needed to make sure everything ran smoothly. 

I will achieve the objectives by building a vulnerability scanner for small/medium size 

organisations, I will improve my understanding of the subject by simply working on the 

application and teaching myself about this subject to a greater extent. The best way to 

document this objective is done in the monthly journals and in the code itself by 

implementing what I learn and what I find useful. 
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3.0 State of the Art 
The field for this technology is growing in the cyber security sector itself. There are many 

applications developed to try and fill the market. These include applications like Qualys and 

Tenable. 

Qualys is a software application that is centred around network security and vulnerability 

management. It was founded in 1999 and focuses on SaaS (Software as a Service) and is 

based out of California. Some of the features include app scanning and security, network 

device mapping and detection and vulnerability prioritisation schedule and remediation, 

and more but these are some of the major ones.  

Tenable is like Qualys in its function and features, but it was set up in 2002 with its 

headquarters in Columbia, Maryland, with an international headquarters in Dublin. Tenable 

offer many applications based on Cyber Security as a whole, with Tenable.io and Tenable.sc 

being two that focus more on vulnerability management. Tenable.io focuses mainly on web 

applications and scanning them and viewing the cloud infrastructure for vulnerabilities. 

While Tenable.sc is their main security centre that focuses on all aspects of security. 

There has been a previous project done on vulnerability applications but that was done the 

python. The way I would like to do my application is to do my project in JavaScript and 

improve my knowledge of this language further. 

 

4.0 Technical Approach 
My Technical approach is going to be broken up into a multitude of steps depending on the 

part of the project I am working on. I plan to create a web application for this project so this 

in itself provides an insight into the steps that will be taken. The way I identified my 

requirements for my project, I broke down the application into its different parts and gave 

each of the major parts the label of milestone, while the smaller steps that made these, I 

labelled them the tasks, for example creating the application is the milestone, while getting 

the code to scan web pages is a task in the milestone. 

I will create a web page using HTML and CSS as the directory for the application to run and 

for the users to use as a hub to run and view the results of the application. My first 

milestone will be the completion of this webpage, while the tasks include designing a secure 

web page, designing the web page and to optimise it for different browsers and devices. 

The next milestone that I can foresee is the creation of the application itself and getting the 

code to run. The tasks in this would be to get a web scanner working, the website to be 

linked properly to the program and the program to be able to access the database that is 

connected to the program and is able to communicate properly and securely with each 

other. 

The next milestone is the correct set up of a database that the program can use to store 

data collected and also a database that holds data so the program can compare that data 
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with data that it scans and collects. With the tasks being setting up the databases, giving 

them the correct privileges and setting up the connection properly.  

 

5.0 Technical Details 
For a majority of the work being done on this project I have not decided fully on what library 

and languages I will be using on my project, and I will be talking with my supervisor on what 

I could you. I have thought of some languages I could use for the main backbone of my code 

for my web app and the web page specifically, also for the database. 

For my web app, I want my project to revolve around JavaScript due to the fact I have prior 

knowledge in the language and also, I want to further get more experience in the code. I am 

also open to using Python, I have worked on it before and wish to get further experienced in 

the language, I am still considering if I want to revolve the project around it or just use it for 

added scripts. 

For the web page, I want to focus on HTML and CSS. I have worked on this in my first year of 

college and I want to relearn the language and increase my knowledge of the code and 

language to a further level. Finally for my database, I want to use MySQL as I feel it has a 

good way to interact with the code I want to make, and I have prior experience in the 

language.  

 

6.0 Special Resources Required 
No special resources are needed for this project. 

 

7.0 Project Plan 
The project plan is split into a timeline of three major milestones, with varying amounts of 

tasks that go into each of them. The main milestones being the web page, the web 

application, and the databases. 

The first milestone being the web page is the first task I want to start with, the creation and 

design of the page will be my first task and I will make use of HTML and CSS to make the 

base and User Interface for my project. This step is the first one of my project, and I want to 

start on this at the start of November, I plan to have the base of the web page done with its 

core features completed before the end of December, I will continue to work and tweak the 

minor designs of the page up until the end of the project in May. More tasks that go into 

this is the securing of the website and ensuring that it is a safe and viable website to access 

without any concern for cyber-attacks or security concerns for a user. Another task that 

goes into this milestone is to successfully link the web application to the web page, this is a 

big milestone too as it connects two integral parts of the project together. Finally, the last 
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task for this milestone is successfully hosting the web page on the web so it can be tested to 

see if it works on a live setting. 

The next major milestone is the creation of the web application which is broken up into a 

multitude of minor tasks, some of these being the log in feature and account feature. This 

part of the project will be started around the end of November and have some bare 

prototypes ready for the mid-point presentation, and plan to have many of the features 

working in March, which gives time to test and debug any problems that might arise before 

the end of the project in May. The big task with this part of the project is getting it to 

correctly link to the webpage and also link to the database too and most of the linking will 

be done in this part of the project as this is where all the work is run through.  

The next major part of this project is the database that will hold the accounts and also data 

for the app. This will be done with MySQL. The timeline for this part of the project is to 

begin working on it around the start of December and be able to lay out the code backdrop 

for the mid-point presentation and then to have everything done for the end of February 

while still ensuring the code is clean and bug free all the way till the end of the project. 

 

8.0 Testing 
The testing of the project will be conducted by myself throughout the development process 

of the code, running the code and documenting the expected results and the actual results 

that was given. At the end of the process, I will then set up certain situations to run the 

application to ensure the code runs as expected and that there are no blind errors that I 

didn’t fully run through in the code. 

My basic expectation for the code is that the website is interactive and that it can be easily 

accessed, the code I expect to run the certain classes without error and run properly and for 

the database I expect it to be accessed by the code and the data in it is being recorded and 

viewed when commanded. 
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6.2. Reflective Journals 
 

Supervision & Reflection Template  

Student Name Nathan Savage 

Student Number 18395306 

Course BSH in Computing (Cyber Security) 

Supervisor Rohit Verma 

Month: October 

What?  

Reflect on what has happened in your project this month? 

For this month for my project, I mainly focused on my proposal ensuring that this and my project pitch video 

are of a good standard and that my project idea is approved so I can properly focus on the project. 

So What?  

Consider what that meant for your project progress.  What were your successes? What challenges still remain?  

For my project progress it meant that I didn’t begin working on the project directly till after I got approval 

which wasn’t until late in the month. I was able to complete the proposal and worked on planning my project 

as I found out my project was approved. 

Now What?  

What can you do to address outstanding challenges?  

The only thing I can do to address the challenges is to begin working on the project proper next month. 

Student Signature 
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Supervision & Reflection Template  

Student Name Nathan Savage 

Student Number 18395306 

Course BSH in Computing (Cyber Security) 

Supervisor Rohit Verma 

Month: November 

What?  

Reflect on what has happened in your project this month? 

This month I was able to properly start working on my project due to it being approved and began mainly 

working on documentation with the beginnings of the code for the web page element of my project. 

So What?  

Consider what that meant for your project progress.  What were your successes? What challenges still remain?  

For my project progress, I was able to design a wireframe, a workflow chart, and a use case diagram to begin 

the documentation of the project. With these diagrams done, it gives me a strong basis to work of as I have 

visualised how the UI will look, how the users are meant to interact with the application and how the 

application runs and how the code is meant to run and work. The code I have begun working on is the make-

up of the web page, this leaves the main code and database code to start which is still a lot of work to be 

done. Also next month is the Mid-Point deadline of my project and I will need to create a video describing 

what work I’ve done and my full idea for the project. 

Now What?  

What can you do to address outstanding challenges?  

For the next month, I will be submitting work for the Mid-Point Implementation, Documentation and Video 

Presentation so I will be working to fulfil these requirements such as clean up my project proposal, fill in more 

of the documentation and have more code done with the web page close to finished and the main code being 

started. 

Student Signature 
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Supervision & Reflection Template  

Student Name Nathan Savage 

Student Number 18395306 

Course BSH in Computing (Cyber Security) 

Supervisor Rohit Verma 

Month:  December 

What?  

Reflect on what has happened in your project this month? 

This month for my project I focused mainly on the mid-point presentation and ensuring all the code I had all 

the requirements done, such as the code, the documentation, and the video for the presentation. I made big 

strides in the progress of the application with getting some early versions of the main application in. 

So What?  

Consider what that meant for your project progress.  What were your successes? What challenges still 
remain?  

This month is a big step in the project as it is the half-way point and I needed to have a portion of the project 

working now. I was able to get a working site and code that showed me what my final project will entail and 

more, I was able to get the database linked to the application meaning I could run some queries through the 

app and get a proper response from it. Some challenges that still remain include tidying up the web pages 

and making them look better and to fully implement the working version of the main application feature. 

Now What?  

What can you do to address outstanding challenges?  

To tidy the website I must decide on the final layout and uses for the webpage. The main application feature 

needs some further in detail work and also to add a more personal opinion touch on the CVE such as a scoring 

system. 

Student Signature 
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Supervision & Reflection Template  

Student Name Nathan Savage 

Student Number 18395306 

Course BSH in Computing (Cyber Security) 

Supervisor Rohit Verma 

Month: January 

What?  

Reflect on what has happened in your project this month? 

This was a quiet month of project work, I have been waiting to get my feedback from my mid-point 

submission. I have however worked on some of the documentation expanding some aspects and also working 

on more diagrams and charts to visualize some working aspects of the project. 

So What?  

Consider what that meant for your project progress.  What were your successes? What challenges still 

remain?  

The work done this month is part of the process and part of the documentation is key to showing the thinking 

behind parts of the project and to visualise for myself the process that I want to provide. The challenges still 

include the work on the visuals of the web and further the aspects of the application. 

Now What?  

What can you do to address outstanding challenges?  

I want to wait for my feedback before I work on some aspects of the project. I don’t want to work on 

something only to be told it needs to be changed. 
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Supervision & Reflection Template  

Student Name Nathan Savage 

Student Number 18395306 

Course BSH in Computing (Cyber Security) 

Supervisor Rohit Verma 

Month:  February 

What?  

Reflect on what has happened in your project this month? 

I have made a big mistake in the explanation of my project I have been saying the main aspect of the project 
is a scanner when that is furthest from what I really want. I have to rectify this in my documentation and also 
implement some backend and simplify the database. 

So What?  

Consider what that meant for your project progress.  What were your successes? What challenges still 

remain?  

This month was an important month as it was a month where I got some proper feedback on how my project 
was going, I had been describing the idea and project wrong and had to rectify this in my documentation and 
ensure moving forward I would be using the correct terminology when addressing my project. I was also able 
to start on a gleaming emission for my project at this point when I began work on the backend for my project 
and properly add a feature that would secure the data in some way. I also began to re-arrange the way my 
database was set up to properly reflect how I wanted the data to be given to the user, this will make it much 
easier and cleaner process to view and use when it is done. As a whole this month gave me a proper idea as 
to what was still left to be done and the time, I have left to do it. 

Now What?  

What can you do to address outstanding challenges?  

I have created a proper project plan which I hope will allow me to visualise the work that is left to be done 
and be able to work at it in a more efficient way. I have begun using Python to build my backend and learning 
more about the language and build on for my project. With this I will continue to build on my database as 
well. 
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Supervision & Reflection Template  

Student Name Nathan Savage 

Student Number 18395306 

Course BSH in Computing (Cyber Security) 

Supervisor Rohit Verma 

Month: March 

What?  

Reflect on what has happened in your project this month? 

This month in my project, major progress has happened with my backend code to the point where it is mostly 

set up, however I have run into issues in the code running correctly. I have rearranged my database in a more 

suitable way, I have also begun working and research implementing a web scraper to be used to gather 

relevant data. 

So What?  

Consider what that meant for your project progress.  What were your successes? What challenges still 

remain?  

This month has seen some major progress in regard to the workings of the backend of the project with the 

progress made, however the issues have run into since makes testing and progress difficult as I am getting 

POST errors meaning the code isn’t running with little other information given. This needs to be rectified to 

continue the project. I have made progress in other areas however without fixing the backend issues little 

overall progress can be made in the project. 

Now What?  

What can you do to address outstanding challenges?  

I must focus on the problem with the backend not running properly as the project cannot work without it 

being rectified. 
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Supervision & Reflection Template  

Student Name Nathan Savage 

Student Number 18395306 

Course BSH in Computing (Cyber Security) 

Supervisor Rohit Verma 

Month: April 

What?  

Reflect on what has happened in your project this month? 

This month had some major aspect change, I decided to restart the code for my project due to the original 

code I was working on getting too messy and not working the way I desired. With starting fresh, I already 

knew what I wanted to achieve and caught up to where I was already. I have implemented the MitreCVE API 

to help read and find CVEs this is a major aspect of the project. 

So What?  

Consider what that meant for your project progress.  What were your successes? What challenges still 

remain?  

The major success is restarting as with the clean new project I took knowledge from my first iteration and 

what worked with that and what didn’t work I knew not to include. This shift means there is a major time 

crunch as to getting the project done, however I believe with the time remaining I will implement my scoring 

system and more profile features. 

Now What?  

What can you do to address outstanding challenges?  

For the final two weeks of the project I plan on working to complete the code and also update some of my 

use cases and requirements as well as finishing the documentation and finally filming the presentation video. 
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